
MINION RULES (KICKSTARTER VERSION)

What is Minion? 
Minion is a card game of strategy where you have the power to command your army of Minions, utilise their own 
strengths and abilities and find the best combinations to defeat your opponent’s Lord. However, nothing comes free in 
this game, each ability you use causes you to sacrifice your own Minions in order to use them, so you could easily find 
yourself short of allies as the fight goes on! 

The Story 
Minion is set in a world where people who are favoured by the Ancient Gods become Lords. These Lords rule over their 
domains. They were the strongest fighters, bravest souls and most talented strategists, who arose from nothing to shape 
the world with their ideals. This in turn gained them favour from one of the six Gods; Opportunity, Order, Control, 
Pandemonium, Charity and Corruption. Time to time these Lords are forced to fight whether it be for their God or for 
their own reasons.... 

Getting Started 

Things Needed to Play 
Deck (50 Cards) – You need to build a deck to play (or buy a pre built deck). This can be based around one of our 
suggested deck lists or your own ideas, however you can only have 1 Lord Card (A Lord card is required to play). After 
that there is no limit on the number of different races or positions you can have in your deck. This makes the possible 
deck combinations endless! 
A table – It’s best to have a table to play on as you will need plenty of space. Chairs are also a good idea however its been 
said that standing around a table makes a game more intense. 
Tokens – There are specially printed cards to show + or – to the attack or defence of the Minion cards. Having a set of 
these will help but dice could also be used. 
Pen and Paper – This can be used to keep track of your Lords Health (Dice can also be used). 
Stop Watch/Clock – This can be useful for keeping track of game times. 
(Note: We also suggest you play with different coloured card sleeves to your opponent. As this game has a lot of 
swapping cards between both players and things may get confusing. All cards must be returned to their owners at the 
end of the game.) 

Cards 
In Minion TCG There are 4 types of cards. Lord Cards: 

Lord cards indicate how much health a player has and how many actions a player can do during their turn. 
A. Health Points (HP) – The amount of damage a player can take before they are defeated. 
B. Lord Points (LP) – These points dictate what a player can do during their turn. Rally Minions to the battefield or 



sacrifice Minions to use other Minions abilities. Once all points are spent the player is unable to rally any more Minions 
or order them to use their abilities. 
(Note: Rallying is where the player places a Minion card from their hand, deck, casualty pile, sacrifice pile or their 
opponent and puts it onto the battlefield.) 
C .Lord Abilities – These abilities require a number of Minions in order to activate. These Lord abilities also have a limit 
to how many times they can be played during a game. When a player wants to use their Lord abilities it costs no LP to 
use.

 Minion Cards: 

These are your basic fighting units, they each have their own abilities, strengths and weaknesses. 
A. Name – These are the name of the Minions. 
B. Rank – These pips denote the rank of your Minions and how many of that card you can have in your deck. (E.g. 3 pips 
means you can have up to 3 copies of that one card in your deck.) 
C. Picture – This is to show what your Minions look like as well as possibly holding cues to the Minions true Power. 
D. Attack – This is the base attack value (ATK) of your Minion. This can be boosted by theirs or other Minions abilities. 
E. Defence – This is the base defence value (DEF) of your Minion. This can be boosted by theirs or other Minions 
abilities. 
F. Ability Cost – This is the cost (in Lord Points and card cards needed to be sacrificed) it takes to use your Minion 
abilities between 1-3. 
G. Keywords – The first word is the Minion race they are related to. The ATK and DEF of your Minion varies on this 
keyword. The second word is related to your Minions Ability. 
H. Ability – This is the special ability your Minion has, these can be played during your ability phase if it is a Minion 
card or during your opponents turn if its a Counter card. 
J. Colour – The colour around the edge of a Minion card denotes the line that Minion can fight on. Red are the Front 
Line Minions (FLMs), Yellow are the Mid Line Minions (MLMs) and green are the Back Line Minions (BLMs). Orange 
are Ability Counter Minions, Dark blue are the Raid Counter Minions and light blue are the Fight Counter Minions. 
Lord cards are Purple. 
I.Set Number – This number identifies which set and card the Minion is from.

Counter Minions: 
Counter Minions are Minions that cannot be rallied to the battlefield but instead can be played during your opponents 
turn. They cost no Lord Points to play. They come in three types – Fight Counter Minions (FCMs), these can help 
prevent an attack or help a player take cards from their opponent. Next are Ability Counter Minions (ABMs), these can 
help prevent an ability from happening or let a player use one of their abilities during their opponents turn, Last are the 
Raid Counter Minions (RCMs), these can help prevent a raid to happen to a players Lord or lessen the number of 
damage taken that turn. 
Note: A counter Minion cannot be countered by another. 



Self-Sacrifice Ability - This is a special cost to use this ability in which you sacrifice the card to use the ability labelled 
‘Self-Sacrifice Ability’. 
Note: Pips on a counter Minion denote the amount of that type of counter you are allowed in your deck. So you can only 
pack 3 raid counters etc. 

Minion Keyword Layout 
Lord Keywords – Tells the player which Lord the Minion is ruled by. A Lord Keyword shows how each Minion’s ability 
will work. 
Charity – Abilities focus on rallying Minions from either players casualty piles and/or sacrifice piles back onto the 
battlefield, a players hand or a players deck. 
Control – Abilities focus on taking cards from your opponents side of the the battlefield, deck or hand. Also Control can 
cause debuffs on the opponents Minions. Control can also use the wounding ability. 
Wounding is an ability that causes an opponents Minion card to turn over face down on the battlefield and stay there 
until it is killed or bandaged. While this Minion remains on the battlefield no other Minion can take its place. A 
wounded Minion has 0 ATK and 0 DEF, it can not use its ability and any attached tokens do not affect this. Also any 
Minion behind a wounded card cannot attack. However if a wounded card is in one of your routes during your 
opponents raid phase they cannot raid that route. If you have a wounded card in your route and you want to raid the 
wounded card cannot and neither can cards behind it. On the other hand a wounded minion keywords’ are still affect. 
Note: Returning a wounded card to deck or hand restores it to normal but it will lose any attached tokens. 
Corruption – Abilities focus on dealing with a players sacrifice and casualty pile. Being able to send cards to any pile 
from anywhere. 
Pandemonium – Abilities focus on playing dirty for buffs or debuffs, moving Minions around and causing as much 
chaos as possible during the game. 
Opportunist – Abilities focus on swapping cards from the opponents deck, hand and/or the battlefield. Searching for 
Minions in the players deck. Another ability they can perform is bandaging. 
Bandaging is the ability to revive a wounded Minion on the battlefield by turning them face up and restoring their 
ATK and DEF. (Any tokens attached are also restored.) 
Order – Abilities focus on self buffing and buffing across the battlefield. You can also have control over any tokens in 
play. 

How to play 
To start a game you decide who is going first. You can do this a number of ways. We suggest playing Rock, Paper, 
Scissors. 
After you and your opponent have decided who is going first it’s time to start. Firstly you will need to deal out cards for 
your starting Minions for both the battlefield and hand. Draw 5 cards for your hand and then 5 cards for the battlefield. 
Rally the 5 Minion cards drawn for the battlefield. If you have drawn any counter cards or have too many cards in a row 
(e.g. more than 3 of 1 colour Minion) put them on top of your deck and shuffle. 
If the 5 cards drawn for the battlefield are not ideal you are allowed to shuffle them all back into the deck and draw 
another 5. You can do this only once so the second lot of cards must be played. 

Turn Order 
1. Draw Phase, 2. Rally Phase, 3. Fight Phase, 4. Ability Phase, 5. Raiding Phase. 
Note – Players can raid on the first turn. 

Draw Phase – This is the time for players to draw cards to their hand. At the start of your turn and you have less than 5 
cards draw up to 5. The maximum number of cards you can have is 5. If you have more than 5 cards you must place 
cards into the casualty pile until you have 5 cards in hand. 
Rally Phase – During this phase the player is able to rally Minion cards onto the battlefield. Each rally costs 1 Lord 
Point. This is important as you cannot rally to the battlefield in another phase unless you use a Minions ability during 
the ability phase. 
Fight Phase – First the player decides if they want to attack this turn or not. If they want to attack, the player must 
decide which route they want to attack. This blocks the other 2 routes from attacking that turn. Attacks are lead by which 
ever Minion is first in that route and only that Minion can attack. (e.g. If a route only has a MLM in it then that Minion 



is the only one who can attack.) 
Attacks are made by comparing a Minions attack to the opposite Minions defence. If the attack is higher the attacking 
Minion beats the defending 
Minion. If the defence is higher the attacking Minion is beaten. During the attack the attacking player can cancel the 
attack at any point they choose, this can be after any Minion is beaten or none are. Once the attack is finished no others 
can begin. Beaten Minions are taken to the casualty pile. 
Ability Phase – After the fight phase your Minions have the chance to use their inbuilt abilities. These range from 
rallying more Minions onto the battlefield to wounding an opponents Minion. Abilities require the Lord to spend LP and 
the sacrifice Minions to their sacrifice pile. 
Raid Phase – When your Minions have a clear route to the opponents Lord they have the chance to attack them directly 
and cause the raiding party to fight the Lord in close combat. Each Minion of the route used in a raid causes the Lord 1 
point of damage. The player can choose how many Minions they want to send, but those that raid the opponents Lord 
are sent to the casualty pile afterwards. Also minions must be sent front to back. 

Win Conditions 
Players can win by killing their opponents Lord or reducing their opponents deck to zero cards. If a player has no more 
Minion cards to draw they have one more turn to play. If they are unable to kill their opponents Lord or replenish their 
deck (via abilities) and get five cards in hand they lose. If you are playing a timed game the player with the least Lord 
health remaining when time has passed also loses. We recommend 30 minute games. 

Notes 
No Place to Land – If during the game your opponent has taken a Minion from your side of the battlefield for one turn 
and you or they rally a card in its place, the returning Minion must go into the spot it originally was taken from. If this 
spot is taken then the returning Minion must be placed in its owners casualty pile. 
Dying on the Wrong Side – If your opponent swaps Minions with you or takes a card from you due to an ability and it 
dies on their side of the battlefield it is placed into their casualty pile. This also applies to cards/tokens taken from you 
via an opponents ability as they will go into the opponents sacrifice pile. 
If an ability states ‘Any sacrifice/casualty pile’ the player using the ability can choose if they want to use their own or their 
opponents piles. 
All cards must be returned to their rightful owners at the end of the game. 
Sacrificing Minions – When sacrificing cards to use an ability, do not count them as being in your sacrifice pile. They 
enter your sacrifice pile at the end of the your ability phase with any other Minion cards that have been sent there. This 
means that if you use an ability that rallies Minions out of your sacrifice pile you cannot rally what you have just 
sacrificed. The same applies to an ability that uses your sacrifice pile to measure how many tokens cards you can use etc.


